
CISE Qualifying Exam I 
9 January 2017 

STUDENT EXAM NUMBER: 

General Instructions: 

I. This is a closed book exam. You have 6 hours to complete the examination. 
The proctor will tell you when to beg n and when to end. 

2. To pass the exam, you must successfully complete at least four (4) of the six (6) 
areas. You may attempt more than 4 areas, but you do not need to do so. 

3. Print your student exam number at the top right corner of every answer page 
submitted. No name or SU ID number should appear on any of the pages you 
submit. 

4. Start each area on a separate page. If an area involves multiple parts, you may 
answer multiple parts on the same page. Unless specified otherwise, you 
should answer all parts of a given area. 

5. When you have finished your exam, please indicate below the areas that you are 
submitting answers, along with the number of pages you're submitting for each 
answer. 
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CISE QE 1, . Algorithms 

Algorithms 

Problem 1 (25% ): You have a sequence of n buckets. Each bucket Bi contains three items, where 
each item has some value and belongs to some category. Multiple items may belong to the same 
category. Your job is to select exactly one item from each bucket so that the total value of the 
selected items is maximized, but such that no two items selected from adjacent buckets belong to 
the same category. 

Design an algorithm to determine which item should be selected from each bucket to maximize 
the total value. If there is no solution, your algorithm should state this. 

Problem 2: Suppose G is a directed graph, and e = (x,y) is an edge from x toy. 
Part a (25% ): Design an algorithm to determine whether a given edge e is part of a cycle in G. 

Part b (25%): Prove that if e is not part of a cycle, then x and y must be in different strongly 
connected components of G. 

Problem 3 (25%): You have n items with weights w1, ... , Wn. You want to store these items 
in boxes. Each box can hold up to 2 items, and has a maximum weight capacity of k, where 
k 2".max( w1, ••• , wn). Design an algorithm to determine the smallest number of boxes that you 
need in order to hold all of the items. 
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CISE QE 1, Architecture/Computer Organization 

Architecture/Computer Organization 

1. Consider a 64-byte cache with 8 byte blocks, an associativity of 2, and LRU block replace
ment. Virtual addresses are 16 bits. Each page is 128 bytes. The cache is physically tagged. 
The processor has 1 KB of physical memory. Assume pages O through 4 of the physical 
memory have been taken. 

(a) What is the total number of tag bits in the cache? 

(b) How large would a single-level page table be, given that each page requires 4 protection 
bits and that entries must be an integral number of bytes. 

(c) Assume the cache is initialized empty and that the CPU needs to access memory with 
the following virtual address sequence: 024s, 130s, 270s, 022s, 570s, 124s, 224s, and 
026s. For each memory access, decide whether it is a cache hit or cache miss. If it is 
a cache miss, what is the type of cache miss (i.e. compulsory miss, capacity miss, or 
conflict miss)? Show your work. 

2. Consider the 5-stage pipeline with data forwarding and hazard detection as shown in Fig
ure 1. The signals ForwardAand ForwardBare used to select the data forwarding for the 1st 
and 2nd inputs of the ALU. The relation between their value and the data that they forward 
are specified in Figure 1 's table. 

(a) In order to test the CPU, you were asked to design a sequence of MIPS instructions 
that will set signal ForwardAto 01 and 10 in cycle 4 and cycle 5 respectively, and set 
signal ForwardB to 01 and 10 in cycle 5 and cycle 6 respectively. Assume that the 
first instruction in your sequence is fetched in cycle 1 and, before that, the processor is 
executing NOP.Show your assembly program. 

(b) In order to test the read and write of the data memory, you are again asked to modify the 
instruction sequence in (a) to also generate a data memory read in cycle 5. Please give 
the modified assembly code. If you think this request is not doable, explain why. 
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CISEQE 1, Architecture/Computer Organization 
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Value of ForwardA/ForwardB Function 

00 Forward register output to ALU input 
01 Forward data from ALU output back to ALU input 
10 Forward data from Mem stage back to ALU input 

Figure 1: The CPU 
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CISEQE 1, Data Structures & Programming 

Data Structures & Programming 

BACKGROUND: The rope data structure is used to represent long strings via a binary tree. The 
leftmost tree below is a rope representing 11Hello_my_name_is_Simon 11

• Leaf nodes each 
contain a string where the length of this string is the the size of a leaf-node. An interior node 
contains its size, which is the sum of the sizes of the leaf nodes below it. An empty rope represents 
11 11 and has size 0. The string represented by the rope is the result of an in-order concatenation of 
the leaf-strings. 

Provide C, C++, Haskell, Java, or ML code to answer .the following questions. All the questions 
have short, straightforward answers. Answers that are too hard to follow shall be marked wrong. 

QUESTIONS. 

(a) (5%) Give a data-structure for representing ropes as described above. 
(b) (15%) Write a function concat that takes two ropes r1and r2,and returns a rope that repre

sents the concatenation of r1 's string followed by r2's string. This function should take 0( 1) time. 
Note: If r1 (respectively, r2) is an empty tree, then concat(r1, r2) should return r2 (respectively, 
r1). 

(c) (25%) Write a function index that takes a roper and a nonnegative integer i and returns 
the i-th character in the string represented by r. (We use 0-based indexing.) Do not worry about 
out-of-bound index values. This function should take O(h) time, where his the height of the tree. 
1 . 

(d) (25%) Write a function split that takes a roper (representing a string coc1 ... cn-1) and 
an integer i with O :'.Si < n - 1. The function returns a pair of ropes (r 1,r2) where r1 represents 
co ... Ci and r2 represents Ci+1 ... Cn- I. This function should take 0( h) time, where h is the height 
of the tree. Note: In C-like languages you can use length-2 arrays for pairs. Example: The two 
rightmost trees pictured above are the result of splitting the leftmost tree at index 10. (Hint: Make 
use of concat and ideas from part c.) 

(e) (15%) Write a function insert that takes three arguments: (i) a rope r (representing a 
string coc1 ... Cn-1 ), (ii) a string s, and (iii) an integer i with O :'.Si < n - 1. The function returns a 
rope representing the string that results from inserting the string s between the i-th and ( i + 1)-st 
characters in coc1 ... Cn-l · (Hint: Use concat and split.) 

(f) (15%) Write a function delete that takes a roper (representing a string coc1 .. .cn-1) and 
two integers i and j with O < i < i + j < n. The function returns a rope representing the string 
coc1... Ci-ICi+j· .. en-I, i.e., the substring ci ... ci+j-l is deleted. (Hint: Use concat and split.) 

1Example: Let us find the character with index JOin the leftmost rope above. Recall that the indexing is 0-based. 
We start at the root (the 22-node) and look at the size of its left child, which is 9. Since 10 ~ 9, the character we are 
looking for is the character with index 1 (= 10- 9) in right subtree of the 22-node. Since 1 < 6 and 1 < 2, the search 
moves down the leftmost path below the 13-node until it arrives at the "na "-leaf and 'a' is returned. 
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CISE QE 1: - Operating Systems 

Operating Systems 

1 Process states, Scheduling, and 1/0 Interrupts ( 50% ) 

All interrupts start by saving the CPU registers. Consider the following scenario: A user pro
gram, Pl makes an I/0 call, size = read(fd, &buffer, 128), where fd is the file descriptor, 
&buff er is the buffer address for the data to be read from the disk file referred by fd, and 128 
is the number of bytes to be read. The read() function returns the number of successfully read 
bytes. If there was an error, it returns -1. After making the I/0 call, P 1 has to be blocked in the I/0 
queue until the I/0 is completed. While the I/0 request is being served by the hard disk, another 
user program, P2 runs. In the middle of running P2, at some point, a disk I/0 interrupt occurs 
notifying the CPU that Pl 's I/0 request has been completed. 

1. (15%) Explain, in detail, the steps of the context switching from the time the I/0 inter
rupt is generated by the disk controller to the time the corresponding interrupt handler, say 
DisklnterruptHandler (), a kernel function, starts to run. Assume a program requires, at 
minimum, the Program Counter, the stack pointer, RO, and Rl to run. There are 32 general 
purpose registers, RO to R31 and 10 special purpose registers, SO to S9, in the CPU. You 
need to explain the detailed steps of saving relevant information and initializing the CPU for 
DisklnterruptHandler(). 

2. ( 10%) Some of the steps from Question 1.1 must be performed by hardware. Explain what 
these steps are and why hardware must be involved. 

3. ( 10%) In some of the steps from Question 1.1,there is a situation that the CPU contains some 
partial context information of two different programs/processes at the same time. Explain 
how this can happen. 

4. (15%) Assuming there is no DMA, what should the I/0 interrupt handler do, so that Pl can 
run again? That is, give a pseudo-code for DisklnterruptHandler (). 

2 Memory Management (50%) 

Consider a byte-addressable computer architecture with a segmentation with multi-level paging 
scheme, a page size of 256KB, and 64-bit virtual and physical addresses. The computer has 16GB 
of main memory. 

1. (25%) Assume there are 24 segments and the most significant bits in the virtual address 
format are used to refer to the segments. Also, assume that one page table entry requires 16 
bytes and we require that each page table fits 256KB. Design the smallest number of page 
table levels needed to completely map the 64-bit virtual address space. Explain in detail how 
all of the 64 bits are used to form the virtual address format for this memory management 
scheme. 

2. (12.5%) Using your answer for 2.1, answer the following question. At time t, the computer 
has exactly ten processes loaded in the main memory. Assume that one segment table entry 
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CISE QE 1 

needs 32 bytes and one page table entry requires 16 bytes as above. lfwe assume the segment 
table and all page tables are loaded in the main memory, what is the memory overhead in 
this segmentation with multi-level paging scheme at time t? Explain. 

3. (12.5%) Suppose we use the inverted table method without segmentation for memory man
agement. Suppose at time t, the computer has exactly ten processes loaded in the main 
memory. Assuming each inverted page table (IPT) entry requires 64 bytes and the IPT is 
loaded in the main memory, what is the memory overhead for the virtual to physical address 
translation scheme? Explain. 

Note: 210bytes = 1KB; 22°bytes = 1MB; 23°bytes = 1GB. 
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CISEQE 11 Programming Languages 

Programming Languages 

The syntax and semantics for a simple language of arithmetic expressions appear on the following 
page. For this problem, you will be adding some simple exception handling to the language via 
two new constructs: 

• fail 

• E 1 otherwise E2 

The intention is that the expression fail causes the evaluation to be aborted from that point up to 
the nearest enclosing otherwise expression (if there is one); if there is no enclosing otherwise 
expression, the evaluation terminates abnormally. The value of an expression Er otherwise E2 in a 
given state is the value of E1 in that state, unless E 1's evaluation aborts (in which case, the value 
of the expression Er otherwise E2 is the value of E2 from that same state). 

Questions 

1. We introduce the semantic entity ABORT to represent an aborted evaluation, and we can 
extend::::} as follows to incorporate this possibility: 

::::}~(AExp x State) x ((Z x State) U{ABORT}). 

Add all necessary rules for these new constructs to the semantics. 

2. For notational convenience, let sv1,v2 denote the state in which the variable a has value vr and 
the variable b have value v2. 

Using your semantics, give a formal derivation for the evaluation of the following expression 
from the state s3,s: 

(b :=((a:= 3+fail) otherwise a))+ b 
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CISEQE 1, Programming Languages 

Syntax The syntax relies on the following sets: 

• Num, the set of integer numerals, ranged over by meta-variable ll 

• Var, the set of variables, ranged over by meta-variable x 

• AExp, the set of arithmetic expressions, ranged over by meta-variable E 

Based on these sets (and the stated conventions for meta-variables), the abstract syntax for the 
set AExp is defined by the following grammar: 

E ::= ll I X I E1 +E2 I X := E 

Semantics For the semantics, we make use of the following fairly standard conventions: 

• We use n as a meta-variable ranging over the set Z of integer values. 

• Numerals are distinguished from integer values by underlining. For example, J is a numeral 
(i.e., syntax), whereas 3 denotes a semantic value. 

• Likewise, plus denotes addition over integer values, in contrast to + (which is syntax). 

• A state a is a finite partial function from variables to integer values: 

a:Var~z. 

Thus, for any variable x, a(x) is the value associated with x. We use State to define the set 
of states. 

• a[v/x] denotes the state that is identical to a except for mapping x to v. 

• The operational semantics is given by a transition relation 

=?~ (AExp x State) x (Z x State), 

defined by the rules below. 

Operational Semantics (*) : 

Num (ll,a) * (n, a) Var (x,a) * (n,a) a(x) = n 

A (E a) * (n a') 
sgn (x := E, a)* (1,a 1[n/x]) 
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CISE QE 1, Digital Logic Circuit Design 

Digital Logic Circuit Design 

Instructions 
For this part of the exam, do your work on the special sheets provided. 
These sheets include the questions for this part of the exam. 
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1 DIGITAL LOGIC: l 

Finite-State Machine Implementation 

Consider the synchronous deterministic finite-state machine below, where X is the input and Y is the output . 

X X' 

Suppose we use the following encoding for states A, B, and C: 

S1So State 
00 Unused 
01 A 
10 B 
11 C 

(a) Fill in the following table describing the behavior of the machine using the above state 
encoding 

For the unused state representation, make sure that the next state corresponds to the initial state A and 
the output Y is 0. 

X S1 So ns1 nso y 

0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 



2 DIGITAL LOGIC: 

(b) Shannon's Expansion 

Based on your table in part (a) and using Shannon's Expansion, write formulas for nsl(x,sl,sO), 
nsO(x,sl,sO), and Y(sl,sO) . For easy translation from the table, expand around the truth values for x 
and sl. Recall that Shannon's expansion for function f(x,y,z) around x and y is 

f(x, y, z) = x' · y' · f(O, 0, z) + x' · y · J(O,1,z) + x · y' · J(l, 0, z) + x · y · f(l, 1, z). 

ns1 (x , s1, so) 

ns 0(x, s1, so) 

(c) Implementation Using Multiplexers and Flip Flops 

Implement ns 1(x,s1,so), ns 2(x,s1,so), and Y(s1,so) using multiplexers and D flip-flops. Fill in the 
values for all the inputs below. 

1- 1 , 1 
1l 

0 1 2 3 

Sel1 
4:1 Mux 

SelO 

Out 

ns1 

D 

elk 

Q 

=8 

s1 \ 

0 1 
2:1 Mux 

Out 

vj 

0 1 2 

so 

4:1 Mux 

Out 

nsO 

D 

Q 

Sel D 

3 

Sel1 =5SelO 

elk 



3 DIGITAL LOGIC: 

Datapaths, Microcode, and Timing Diagrams 

In 
R/W' 

RAM Al 
AO 

MOUi 

R/W' 

Data 

OS 

A 

ALU 

F-

In 
Accumulator ·A_l!l 

AOul 

Consider the datapath above with the following kinds of components: 

• A RAM, whose behavior is defined as follows. 

R/W'(t) (A1Aoho(t) MOut(t) RAM[i J(t + 1) 
0 i RAM[i](t) In(t) 
1 i RAM[i](t) RAM [il(t) 

• An ALU, whose operations are defined as follows 

S1So ALU Output F 
00 0 
01 B 
10 A 
11 A+B 

• A 2:1 multiplexer, whose behavior ii; defined as follows 

S(t) Out(t) 
0 Ino(t) 
1 In1(t) 

• a clocked register with load control: ACC, controlled by AJd, whose behavior is defined as follows. 

AJd(t) AOut(t + 1) 
0 A01d(t) 
1 In(t) 

External data comes in through the Data line. The control 8ignals are R/Hl', A 1A 0 , DS, S 1S0 , and AJd, 
where A 1 A0 are the RAM address bits, S1 S0 are the ALU instruction bits, and DS is the data select control 
on the multiplexer. 



4 DIGITAL LOGIC: 

Fill in the control signal values for each microinstruction listed. Note: the notation 

Register t--- !(RAM, ACC, Data) 

denotes a register transfer operation, where the new value of Register at clock cycle t+l is given by a function 
of values of RAM, ACC, and Data at time t. 

Microinstruction R/W' A1Ao DS S1So A_ld 
RAM [OJ +- Data 
RAM[lj +- Data 
RAM [2] +- Data 
RAM[3 ] +- Data 

ACC +- 0 
ACC +- Data 

ACC +- RAM [l] 
ACC +- RAM [2] 

ACC +- RAM[O ] + ACC 
RAM[l] +- RAM [l] + ACC 
RAM [2] +- RAM [2] + Data 

Fill in the table below for each microinstruction, given the values for RAM, Data, and ACC. 

Cycle 0 1 2 3 

Microinstruction RAM[O]+- Data ACC +- Data RAA~tj +-
RAMfO +ACC 

ACC +- O 

RAM [O] X 

RAM [l j X 

RAM [2] X 

RAM[3] X 

R/W' 
A1Ao 
Data Vo V1 X X 

DS 
A 
B 

S1So 
F 

A_ld 
ACC X 




